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Foreword by Henry Normal
Founder of Nottingham Poetry Festival

Poems about Bulwell A celebration of local creativity
As a small kid, a trip to Bulwell on the
number 13 bus always meant the
excitement of Bulwell Market, where the
hussle and bussle of a thriving community
came alive. If I was good I often got a toy
or some sweets. So my opinion of Bulwell
was positive from an early age. As I got
older I came to Bulwell for other reasons,
the lido, the snooker hall and to sell eggs
and vegetables from the back of a van.
What I found was that Bulwell had a
solid sense of itself. It had character and
history.
Coming back now, I find Bulwell still has
a vibrant sense of community and history
and that is present in this booklet. There
are many different voices in the collection
but all tell the often untold and everyday
truth of live’s lived here in Bulwell.
There are so many loud and garish stories
shouted through the media from London
and the United States, it’s easy to forget
to balance these with your own experience.
This part of Nottingham is blessed with a
group of writers steeped in the language
of Bulwell and here they present a wide
selection of poems you won’t find
elsewhere. Poetry of the unassuming
beauty of the River Lean, the
affectionately termed Bulwell Bogs,
Bluebell Woods and foggy mornings. Tales
of Tichfield Park, Horse Bridge and comic
takes on local phenomena including
Bulwell’s own Fifty Shades of Grey and
even a cautionary tale of Sneinton’s
Dragon.
I love such lines as ‘Did Romans live in
Roman Yard or bees in Honey Place?’
These poems can only be written by
Bulwell writers and although everyone can
enjoy them, there is a certain extra
enjoyment and pride if you are from
Nottingham and have an attachment to
Bulwell.
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Where I live
How would I describe where I live,
to someone curious to know?
I suppose I’d say, “Jump on the tram to Bulwell,
come visit and say Hello!”

Joy Rice

I’d take you to the hotspots of Bulwell,
starting at Bulwell Bogs and the River Leen.
How many places have got their own river?
And one that’s perfectly clean?

Skirmish

We’d walk along the towpath,
ducks and swans we would wave on!
When you are in amongst the greenery...
...my... you could be in Stratford on Avon!

I passed my eleven plus for what it’s worth.
Not a passport at all, to rule the earth.
Red rag to a bull to the Highbury lads.
Grammar school boys were either toffs or cads.

Then there is Bulwell Market,
full of wondrous bargains galore!
The like of which, I’m sure,
you’ll never have seen before.

See you at marble arch for a fight at four.
I made sure I was late out the door.
I lingered slowly through the Bestwood Estate.
And as per usual I arrived too late.

We could do a tour of the charity shops,
because there are a select few!
I’ll even take you to Poundland,
because we have one of those too!

A few signs of battle lying on the ground.
But the rumble of trains was the only sound.
A grammar school cap perched high up a tree.
And the youngest assailant with a graze on the knee.

I would take you to visit Bulwell Forest Garden,
a beautiful oasis and a place for people to grow.
Then later onto Bulwell Academy,
because sometimes they have a cinema show.

Same time, same place is their departing scream.
But Saturday afternoon we support the same team.

We might go for a wander on Bulwell Common,
but often it’s very windy up there.
It really is very bracing;
I’ve heard that it is Skegness air!
If you fancy a pint then there’s Wetherspoons,
or maybe you fancy going to the chippie?
And, if you visit in the summer time,
then I’ll buy you a Mr Whippy!
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I’m sure you’d be pleased to visit Bulwell.
Bulwell has so much to give!
And the best thing, to me, about Bulwell,
is that it is the place where I live!

Kevin Ward

‘Fifty shades’
At half past five in Bulwell town
The metal shutters all come down,
In fifty shades of solid grey
To keep the ram raiders at bay.
Poet 47
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River Leen

Bulwell Hall Park

We have a river in our town
Of it, we’re rather proud!
Whenever you go past it,
There’s sure to be a crowd!

North of Bulwell Town centre, is a place of peace and calm.
Where relaxation and nature go together arm in arm.
It’s a place steeped in history, a glimpse of grander days long past.
When the gentry lived in mansions, in a life style never set to last.

In winter, there are ducks,
A hundred, or more I’ve seen
Also swans and geese are there,
And moor-hens dabbling in the green.

I wish I’d have seen it in it’s heyday, it’s photographs look so grand.
An eighteenth-century mansion set in a thousand acres of land.
Only ruins now remain, of what the locals called Pye Wipe Hall.
Many famous names graced its doors, including war hero Albert Ball.

In summer there are families
Children, Mums, Dads and Grannies
Paddling in the water
Looking for fish in crannies.

It’s been a sanatorium and an approved school, a place of real despair.
A prisoner of war camp in World War two, then it fell into disrepair.
Demolished in 1958, only ruins are there to see.
And only imagination can summon up, just how it used to be.
But if we turn right at the ruins and go through a broken fence.
You find yourself in Home Wood, surrounded by natures recompense.
In the eerie silence, broken only by singing birds and trickling stream.
You see bluebells there in season, in an idyllic peaceful scene.

Although it comes from Kirkby
And flows right to the Trent
In Bulwell it is special
To the Town it’s surely sent.

If you are feeling more energetic, then the golf course there awaits.
Or you can have a go on the keep fit machines, by the entrance gates.
There’s fishing in the lakes, you can play football, you can cycle or just walk.
You can just relax, have a picnic, enjoy the views, or just sit and talk.

The town grew up around it,
Where a ford was there to cross it
Now we use it for our pleasure
As beside it’s banks we stop and sit.

If you have never been there, it’s a journey you must embark.
To this oasis of peace and leisure that is Bulwell Hall Park.

It used to drive the Mills
And often flood the Town,
But now it is a place
To watch the ducks swim down.

Derek Marshall

It’s not a great wide river
The Leen, it is its name
But we all know that without it
Bulwell would not be the same
We would not be without it,
Or the “Bogs” where children play
We fought to keep the area
For ever and a day.
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Annette Scholes

There’s litter in the hedgerows
And litter on the street,
And litter on the pavements
There beneath my feet.
There’s litter on the river banks
And on the river bed,
I hope there’s none in Heaven
Or I don’t want to be dead.

Poet 47
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On Bulwell Bogs Bart’hat

Down by the River Leen

On Bulwell Bogs bart’hat,
the wind blows cold and true.
My nose is dripping like a tap,
My fingers - they are blue!

It really is a relaxing place to walk.
A place to think and a place to talk.
You can ponder on things that might have been.
Down by the River Leen.

When spring is sprung and leaves are green,
the flowers are coming through,
Whisp’ring water – the River Leen.
Happy children paddling too!

Cyclists ride along its path, O the stories I could tell.
It’s hard getting out of their way, I wish they had a bell!
So don’t get run down by a bicycle machine.
Down by the River Leen.

Some are fishing - some just sat.
Young mothers – baking red.
Tiny babies – wearing a hat.
Toddlers feeding the ducks with bread.

Courting couples hand in hand can often make you blush.
As your imagination wonders what they were doing behind that bush.
O, there are some sights that I have seen.
Down by the River Leen.

So let’s be thankful for what we’ve got,
and look after it as well as we can.
To preserve it forever – that’s the plan.

I’ve seen ducks and swans and birds galore.
And water rats and so much more.
It’s really such a pretty scene.
Down by the River Leen.

Ros Yousouf

At Bulwell Bogs you can fish and play.
And the waterpark’s great on a sunny day.
It’s a cheap day out, if you are feeling mean.
Down by the River Leen.
Shopping trolley in the water, spoils its majestic flow.
There’s fallen branches and other rubbish, that really ought to go.
Yes, it could do with a whole spring clean.
Down by the River Leen.
It’s an oasis of peace on a busy day.
A place to wish your cares away.
Just close your eyes, and imagine the scene.
Down by the River Leen.
Derek Marshall
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Pesky pigeons

Bulwell Bogs

I am a big fat pigeon,
I peck around your feet.
When you sit on Bulwell Bogs,
I steal whate’er you eat!

Sparkling clean does the river flow,
Spilling over its gravelly bed.
Long streamer weed snakes along,
And the crowfoot flowers are shed.
White petals drift on downstream,
For the river so swiftly flows.
Through the park in Bulwell Town,
As onto the Trent it goes.

I wash myself in all that water,
and cool my feet as well
I should move on- I know I ought’er,
life in town can be pure hell!
I bask in the sun - I love it so,
I flap and dive bomb all round you.
All of a sudden – here it comes,
just look at your shirt – I’ve done a poo!!
Life as a town bird is not always good,
I don’t know why I stay
Maybe it’s because there’s so much food,
I can’t be bothered to fly away!!
Ros Yousouf

If William Wordsworth Had Been a Bulwell Lad
I wahndud, loneleh, as a clahd					
Til me Mam sed it wernt alahd			
Wenee gets om ahm tellin ya dad
And yo gunnagerra rhiht bat rahnd tab
So endeth a promising career.
Ps. This could also explain the phrase, ‘Its luhkin blak ova Bills movvas’.
Trevor Wright

The River Leen to Bulwell is,
A scene of beauty still.
A pleasure to all the children,
Who fish this enlarged rill.
For no danger does it hold.
It’s less than one foot deep.
To happily paddling little folk,
As it covers their tiny feet.
Yet once it was an unsightly sore,
Was this River called the Leen.
It overflowed onto boggy ground,
And Bulwell became unclean.
But over time, the wit of man,
Saw a vision of what could be,
So work was done to a Council plan,
Now the River and its park, are free.
Roy W Speirs July 2011

Weasels
Half a pound of tax exempt
Half a pound of evasion
That’s the way the money goes
Kerching go the weasels
Trevor Wright
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A Robin Hood at the Tower Poppies
Ayup mi ducks
Thawt ahd pop in on mi travuls n av a gud ganda,
As ya doo like.
Ooodathawtit eh?
						
All ovus - togeva - at the tawah we-ah queens bin
Proppa posh int it – no rammel.
Gud tah see the ton aht.
Loads on ya all cumtasee poppehs in Novembah.
All on yers stud still int derbeh rode.
Mi mam wudah lahked um.
Speshalleh them luvleh waves n weeps anall.
Poehtreh in moshun duck.
Ah yoth joined up.
He wah just abaht ode enuf ta fetch is own dudoos.
Gorim a rite bat rawnd tab from is mammahj.
Im n is lads went ova top intah saliunt.
Gorra rite pastin then gorimsen pawleh gangrin un koptit.
Knocked mi mams duck off - dint gerovarit.
Asfah misen – jono.
Ahlot spent all ovus time goo-in forruds - then bleddy bakkuds.
Then forruds agen like suckeh wassuks.
Gerrin frit aht ya boo-its.
Wi brik shitaahs rats n code mankeh watta rate upta ya taytahs.
Bogga that forra gemma sowjahs.
Suuuh. Ifyah onwi membrin.
Think on, cos ahm tellin ya nah, from wheres ahm standing.
Yuv not lernt bog all baht sinse.
Note ahcun do bahtit.
Mhatus well be chewin a brick fah ahl notis them in big aahs teks.
Alwus bak thah winnin bobbo dunt theh?
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Anyrode, time fa mi snap.
Dun’t want yo all tah think ahv gora lippon n cumovah all mardeh.
So tarah mi ducks…..
One poppeh for eachonus eh?
Seein us togever in wun place fair tonned me whiter thun white.
Wunda which one wus mine?
Trevor Wright

Croggeh t Bluebell Woods
Wen I wer a likkel gel, mi Dad took mi to Bluebell Woods forra treat,
E ed an owd butcher’s bike an gev mi a croggeh wi a cushion forra seat.
E allus took sum snap, his sugar butties wer best e ever did.
Co’d tea in a milk bottle, kept safe wi a free sample Betterware lid.
We rode up Highbri Vale, dahn past Bulwell Boggs an the Leen.
Pedallin like the clappers, off to Cinderhill an fields o green.
Soon we wer in woods wi Bluebells growing hardy.
Mi Dad wunt let me pick em, told mi not to be so mardy.
Bluebells wer a picture and smelt rate good too.
I nevver evver seen so much o woods chokka wi blue.
So we et ow snap in woods an mi Dad sed “gizzusarf mi dukki”,
an then he gev mi sum duddoos, by ‘eck did I feel lucky!
The duddoos med mi tabs laff, I started blortin fer mi Mam.
To shut me up, Dad sed e’d tek mi om an gi mi bread an jam.
Wen we gor om mi Mam towd Dad off, sed not to be so suckeh,
fer tekkin mi to Bluebell woods and gerrin mi so mucky.
I dint like to see Mam wi a cob on, but ow Dad knew what to do,
“Owdya orsuzz Mam! Mash some tea – we’ll all feel berra fer a brew”.
Appeh days! Wen little things med you dead chuffed an glad.
I’ll allus think on day out to Bluebell Woods on bike wi mi Dad.
Joy Rice
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Time past is spent and now becomes as history
Gone and unchangeable, sent to memory
Time to come is promise, surmise
It lives in the realm of intent, of longing
We live in the present but long for the future
A fragile construction built of dreams and trust
Tread carefully for this is holy ground
Our hopes lead us to commit ourselves
Trusting the other to honour and value
That which we each carry within our hearts
David Coombes

Is the Casualty Conscious?
Nine, nine, nine
Which service do you require?
Ambulance
What is the address of your location?
Loscoe Road, Carrington
Near which house number?
Number eighty-three
Is the casualty conscious?
Yes, and talking
What is his name and date of birth?
The man lies on the pavement
Leans on his left arm
And speaks to my ‘phone
A pool of blood on tarmac path
Blood on nose and cut below left eye
The man’s girlfriend kneels nearby
Attempts to stand
A bunch of fallen wrapped flowers
Completes the scene
The drunk couple thank me for assistance
Stand up and stagger home with the flowers
I ring to cancel the paramedic
No floral reward for me, this time

Hello, Goodbye
So I met this girl, she said her name was Alice
She’d just got back from Buckingham
Where she’d hoped to find the Queen’s palace
I said. ”Forget about that. Let’s go back to my flat”
She said, “That sounds divine,
I’ll bring along a bottle of wine,” (a crate)
I took her to an Asian restaurant
I said, “Now listen babe, order anything you want”,
She glanced down the menu
Of this eaterie venue
She said, “I’d like to try the alligator”
I said, “No you won’t, that’s the name of the waiter,”
She said, “I’ll deal with him later”
(I was beginning to hate her)
I said,” I’ll take you to the ballet”.
She said, “I went with my friend Sally
But we just couldn’t stand it
They should have banned it
All that jumping and flinging
Far too much dancing
Not enough singing.”
I said, “How about a game of tennis?”
She replied, “Can I bring my friend, Glennis?”
I answered, “I’ll invite my mate, Dennis”.
But Glennis and Dennis ran off – last seen swimming in Venice
The whole affair with Alice was simply a terrible menace
But I bore Alice no malice.
© Don Read 8.1.16

Andrew Martin
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My Town

TWOC

Look around.
Look around.
This is my town,
My home,
My city.
My sometimes shitty,
Always pretty, down to the nitty gritty city.
It’s a pity if you cannot see how wonderful and witty my city and her
people can be
How exemplary is she,
How Knickerbocker Glorious,
Notorious,
Solo in the chorus,
More Moreish than Camembert,
You’ll find me there,
Headphones on
Marching down the street
Memories on repeat,
I wonder even now how oft I’ve trod this ground,
The sound of grey slate under soaking vans,
Holding breath and holding hands
My city has changed, and so have I
Yet I wonder why I recognise my city better than myself sometimes.
Looking past the looking glass my city is built to last,
I am not.
My time will come like all men not untimely ripped
Yet my city is equipped to stand the test of time.
We are fleeting non-repeating,
You get one go round on this profound merry go round,
And then it’s down into the ground you’ll go
Reaping what you sow,
But before I go,
I hope you’ll show me around your city,
Around your town,
Show me what’s shaking and what’s going down with you?
Lead on and I will follow, it’s the least that I can do.

The sound of unseen rapidly running feet
Two o’clock on a Spring Sunday morning
Unusual behaviour, on a quiet Carrington street
Disturbs domestic peace, and yawning
A brief look through the lounge window
The back garden hedge is a silhouette
Against a flickering, bright amber glow
A group of old orange street lamps pirouette
Gathered for a final pavement perusal
Inevitable replacement by low energy white lights
The march of progress, lamp columns’ refusal
Our hope for darker skies and starry nights
Crackles, and billowing smoke rising higher
A Volkswagen car has been set on fire
Attempt to connect garden hose to tap
Old wooden shed might soon scorch black
Ring fire service, engines quickly arrive
Officers check residents safe and alive
Car is doused, many litres of water.
Melted, mangled machine, two days later
Disappears on a Council flatbed lorry
Nobody mourns the loss or is sorry
The hedge leaves are crisp dry and dark
Tarmac has a car-sized shadow, deformed from intense heat
The person who drove the vehicle, TWOC
Taken Without Consent, wasn’t all bad
They avoided parking the stolen car
On nearby double yellow lines
Andrew Martin

Dan Webber
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Foggy mornings

New!

Foggy mornings take me back to the time when I was just a boy to hooded yards
and shivering dogs and the smell of fires that died in the night.

The sky may look cold and grey,
The wind may chill you to the bone,
But once you’re here for a few hours a day;
My world becomes a rainbow, full of fun.

Inside the sightless still dimension the houses kept their morning secrets and the
soot perspiring lamppost beacons hung a yellow threadbare light.
A figure looming wheels a barrow crayoned lightly on the mist then sound and
sight go disappearing connected by a cobweb strand.
And we shouted from the hiding corners jeering at the ragged army who answered soft with heads unturning one foggy day you’ll understand.
But meanwhile we explore the morning for treasure in the fallen sky but all we
found were gleaming cobbles bronze beneath the bitter dew.

Helen Trevatt

We made believe in lost cathedrals and towers drowned beneath the sea but all
we found were hidden chimneys and the sepia walls we always knew.

Life

Foggy mornings take me back to the time when I was just a boy to stand again
by the kitchen door and breathe the smell of scorching bread.

Life can be hard. It has many ups and downs.
It can make us happy so we act like clowns.
It can send us blue, into fits of remorse and woe.
Come on get cheerful, where’s your get up and go?

It was easier then is gasping terraces to hear our friends and believe their shouts
easier then to stalk ambition when we couldn’t see that far ahead.
Michael T. Smith

A poem from a penfriend in Malta
One day if I come over,
to Bulwell I make sure,
that I will try to surprise you,
by knocking on your door.

And then I can assure you,
that when two poets meet,
they will find so much to talk about,
that they forget to eat.
(A bowl of rice will do)

You only live once, so get on with your life.
Forget all your tensions, your worries and strife,
Enjoy each day, whatever it may entail;
Rejoice and remember every single detail.
The colour of the sun, the smell of grass and rain.
Just take a minute to notice things, you have everything to gain.
Birds that sing in trees so green, flowers in gardens that look so clean.
Forget the chores for a bit, be a little mad or insane.

And though you’ve never met me,
and don’t know me from Eve,
I’m sure you’d let me enter,
and give me a cuppa, I believe.
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Your smile makes me giggle with pride, inside,
you make me happy and full of glee,
To think that for months all I did was hide,
But you make life wonderful for thinking of me.

The colours of a rainbow, the frost and winter snow,
Spring flowers and vegetables or autumn’s golden glow.
Summer brings everyone out in cheerful attire.
By the time we’ve done all this, we’ll be ready to retire.
Helen Trevatt
Carmen Dimech
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Bulwell

A Green Wet Walk

My hometown, Bulwell, got its name many years ago
When a bull drove its horn into a rock and water started to flow
The flooded ground around became known as the Bull’s Well
That’s how Bulwell got its name or so the legends tell.

I’m walking in the wettest rain
On a silky path, where I have been
Enveloped by the lush green trees
The greenest, green I’ve ever seen.
Startled drops, drip on my face
Feel damp and cool, a calming place
Where shade and light pour on each leaf
So thickly spread there’s no relief.
My breath, breathes, to digest it all
This exquisite moment, fills me full
With the will to walk in the wettest rain
Along the silky path again.

There has been a community here for over a thousand years
Built around the marshland and surrounding the River Leen
The area is still known to many as the Bulwell Bogs
The marshes have gone and a bustling town can now be seen
Bulwell grew gradually into an industrial town
With five textile mills, three quarries and a coal mine
Many local people established businesses of repute
The community had many qualities easy to define
The transport systems were among the finest in the land
Three railway stations providing trains to almost everywhere
Two golf courses, four cinemas and many open places
And churches from many denominations represented there
The textile mills, quarries and mine have been closed
Many of the locals left to seek employment elsewhere
New estates have been built and new people have arrived
But the spirit of old Bulwell is no longer here
For in the old days Bulwell had a community spirit
Now in many ways it does not seem the same
The newcomers might have a lot to commend them
But very few of them know how Bulwell got its name
The passage of time has seen many changes
But any improvements are hard to perceive
I believe that the Bulwell of yesterday was so much better
This is a truth in which I earnestly believe.
Ronald Martin

Jane Armstrong 3/7/2016

Written after a walk in and around
Netherfield with my husband and our dog.

The Dragon of Sneinton
There’s a dragon guarding Sneinton - I’ve seen it from the bus,
It’s metal form hangs dull but true, amongst the grey damp thrust,
Of the mucky wall, majestic, tall, a flat plaited stoney back,
A solid hard reality of manmade strength and sap!
What is this dragon guarding - I’m curious to know?
I heard a story talked about - not that long ago.
When a monster, living there, amongst the Sneinton folk
Caused them fear and suffering, in their homes and round-a-about!
Damaging the children, with apathy and ills
Making slaves of all of them, nearly killing any will.
Then man with insight, wisdom - knocked down the back to backs,
Where the monster purged, resided - broke its veins within the cracks.
Whose blight on all its victims, a cruel cage for them to dwell,
The SLUMS was this foul tyrants name - closed off, a living hell.
So maybe this Sneinton dragon - with wings and claws and horns,
Is here to keep reminding us, a warning to us all.
For all the riches we appear to have - on the surface of our skin
Are nothing without humanity
And our own dragon here, within!

Copyright Jane Armstrong 28/1/2017

Inspired by the metal dragon sculpture on the corner of Manvers Street, Colwick Loop Road,
Nottingham. My poem is a bit of a warning, as I believe the Sneinton Dragon is. It describes the
SLUMS as a monster and the idea for this came from the historian and biographer Robert
Mellors who wrote in great detail about Sneinton’s serious problems of poverty and deprivation at
the beginning of the last century and before. The slums were knocked down in the 1930s.
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By Boatswain’s Grave

Life in Titchfield Park

Pain is deep, loss immense
To inspire a poet, so intense
To immortalize his friend with words
Which linger long
After writer’s death.

Summer heat, loud laughing voices, white socks, scuffed sandals.
Short skirts, long hair, grazed knees swinging high.
Tall slide, hot metal, seesawing, broken tooth.
Cycling, pedaling hard, tennis racket, hard court.
Cricket bat, good catch.

The testimony to one he held dear
Has stood for many a year
Inscribed on stone in abbey grounds
And future generations marvel much
And speak of the bond betwixt beast and man

In season, gurgles and giggles, sports socks and sneakers.
Jogging bottoms, tousled tresses, podgy legs paddling pool.
Baby slide, learning to ride, scooting on scooters
Snowballs and sledging, kicking a football.
Scoring a goal.

…but hurry on
Byron would not have you dawdle
By Boatswain’s grave.
Cindy Rossiter
Rodney Yates of Springfields, Bulwell ‘Much-travelled at an early age, I had
been half-way round the world three times before I was nine years old. Having
touched down since, I devote time to photography, writing and media projects’.

anti-mask
. . . prayed for the spirit to make amends . . .
then in the silences, we spoke
of you, the loved, and lovely ones
who’d known the heights
through depths unsounded
and knowing strength,
in weakness foundered;
who knew yourselves
through a world unbounded.

Winter sun, wise whispers, support socks and sensible shoes.
Long skirts, short hair, arthritic knee, baby steps.
Slip sliding on frozen ice - broken hip, bamboo cane.
Wheelchairs and walking frame. Regular seat in café.
Rugby match, touch down.
Season over, perfect peace. Soft socks, silken slippers.
Angelic attire, white locks. No need, heavenly halt.
Sliding to rest in soft soil. Final home, a suitable cemetery.
Stillness. Wonderful words. Wreaths and flowers.
Innings over, score settled.
Cindy Rossiter

You knew of life in deathly tones:
- how in resilience, you broke
the anti-mask that never ends . . .
Rodney Yates
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ASBO

Untitled

(poem for the Link 11 bus – after Emily Dickinson)

Somethings’ gone missing from Bulwell,
for stealing and causing affray,
the starlings are banned from the district,
they’ve followed the Leen far away.

Because I couldn’t run for him
He kindly stopped for me His bus was rammed from front to back
With all humanity.

Anti social behaviour orders
for every starling in sight
preventing their fly by posting
and stopping their sweet wrapper fights.

Up narrow streets he drove in haste
Though buggies rolled and swayed,
The driver, steadfast to his watch,
No timing point delayed.

It’s a bit of a test case they reckon,
followed by all in the land
especially the seagulls in Newquay
for whom something similar’s planned.

We passed the Oxclose, cells and pub,
left hospital behind,
where leisure, crime and ailing health
Are usefully combined.

So starlings that once lined the rooftops
looking like knots in a string,
are prevented by ASBOs from nesting,
forbidden from showing a wing.

We passed the Southglade infant school
Where children watched the skies,
Gazing at the falling snow
With hopeful happy eyes.

There’s an end to their feathery glisten
like rainbows in patches of oil
and now there’s no more of their thieving
of peanuts and bits of tin foil.

We paused at last at Bulwell Bogs
The doors were opened wide,
And some got off and more got on
Whilst wind blowed round inside.

They’ve hosed down the streaky graffiti
from bus stops around Bulwell Bogs,
and from Main Street up to the Monkey,
you’ll only see pigeons and dogs.

On Aspley Lane we lost a few
As snow turned into rain
At a Baptist church two more got off
And not a soul was gained.

There’s some that miss their marauding
under tables so daring and fast
and a few are beginning to question
just how long an ASBO can last.

By Evangalists and betting shops,
By pawn shops, Bargain Booze,
The driver stopped to let them off
At bus stops without queues.

There’s whistles and clicks above Iceland,
a rustling low down in the trees
there’ve been shadows flickering downwards,
in ones and twos and threes.
As the market vans get set to go
stall holders ready to leave
the starlings of Bulwell come home again
returning by stealth, by degrees.
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I seemed to wake from distant dream
As Beeston came to view,
I realised I was all alone
Of all his riotous crew.
Rosie Garner

Rosie Garner
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My Old School
Staggering a bit, I come,
from the dentist, my jaw numb.
Slobbering, my mouth a-drool,
But I try to keep my cool,
as I gaze at my old school.
Now St Mary’s C of E,
as a sign reminding me.
This sight sparks a memory flow,
back to many years ago.
National it then was called,
of old Bulwell Stone grey walled,
From the time those days began,
I was in the “Nashbags” clan.
Once the building had a spire,
making it look even higher.
In a string wind, down it crashed,
like my childhood dreams, it smashed.
Noticing that I feared danger,
Infant teacher Mrs Granger,
comforted, encouraged me.
A real guardian angel she.

“Fight me!”, one boy choose to speak.
There was no point acting meek.
With his pair of wellies-aimed blows,
I incurred a bleeding nose.
Memories come helter skelter.
Shoot-out in the air-raid shelter.
I played Sheriff and a laddie
from class three enacted baddie.
They told us kids “God’s there on high
just above the bright blue sky”.
Though it’s hard now to conceive it,
in my heart I still believe it.
I feel an imagined pain
on my right hand once again
from a whack more than a tap,
of stern Mr Sheldon’s strap.
This unwanted mental jolt
brings my musings to a halt.
I think (ouch!) about the drilling
For my bottom-molar filling.
Now I’ll eat my lunch, God willing!
Denis Robinson

In the playground, anxious eyes
turned right up towards the skies,
this was nineteen forty-two
Was a German air raid due?
My thoughts rapidly turn back
to the blonde- haired Irene Slack.
How she smiled when I began
trying to sing “The Muffin Man”.
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Bulwell Horse Bridge

Get involved!

A yellow stone bridge a river spans,
All hand built by the hands of man,
Weathered, chipped, yet still strong,
Built for horse and cart to travel on.

Some folks write poems that rhyme
and scan in a perfect way,
with phrase so sublime
they take your breathe away.

Its ancient stoned five arch design,
Still stands the test of modern time.
Each piece hand cut for perfect fit,
Under the stress of time, none have split.

Their choice of words convey
the essence of their mind,
and brighten up the day
with thoughts of a humorous kind.

This mellowed bridge that spans the Leen,
How many pass it by, to remain unseen.
How many of us take the time to look,
At the crafted work that men once took.

Some writers can paint scenes
so vivid, you can feel
the warmth of sun upon your face,
a landscape that is real.

Who cut the stone and laid it true,
To pass the test, that long years accrue,
To serve man, long after they have gone,
Now for modern man to walk upon.

A single line evokes
a memory lying low,
and from the depths can coax
one dormant, far below.

What sights and sounds on this old stone,
Horses and carts, while the axels grown,
The only way out of Bulwell Town,
With noise of hooves upon the ground.

And some have a rare gift
when their talents they employ,
whose words your spirit lift,
like our Bulwell poet, Joy.

Now this bridge with its yellowed stone,
Green in parts where moss has grown,
Carries pedestrians and babies’ prams,
Hurrying to catch the electric trams.

You don’t have to be an expert,
or a famous literary buff,
simply share your thoughts and feelings,
that really is enough.

We still use the bridge our forefathers built,
To cross the river’s wet pebbles and silt,
While the Leen, whose rapid and liquid flow,
Runs under the bridge not far below.

So budding Bulwell artists,
pick up crayon, pen or quill,
and share your creativity
at Bulwell Arts Festival.

This ancient mellowed, yellowed bridge,
Stands as a monument to men who lived,
Who designed its arched load-bearing span.
To pass the test of time, and use by man.

Misty Copse
Roy W Speirs
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Bulwell, Old and New

Bulwell Lido

Did Romans live in Roman Yard or bees in Honey Place?
What about Long Curtain Row with windows dressed in lace?
Back Cottages were simply that, not “front”, not “side”, just “Back”.
And where three rivers meet it’s only water that they lack.
Cabbage Alley, there’s a thing and Water Porridge Lane.
What if you lived in Backside, were you treated with disdain?
New brides, it seems, were catered for with a place to call their own
----a row of cosy cottages all built of a Bulwell Stone.
You can walk down Piccadilly and act just like a toff.
Say that you live on Downing Street and folks’ll think you’re showing off.
Edgeware, Clarges, Highbury Vale, well yer could be in a London Town.
But it’s St Mary’s bells, not those of Bow, that welcome babes and maids in
gowns.
There’s no racing on Newmarket, it’s not because of rain.
Watch the two o’clock from Bulwell Bogs, on time, the Nottingham train.
Streets and Terraces, Roads and Rows, one it seems called “Hell”.
But Oh to live in Eden Yard, a heavenly place to dwell.

As I drive past Lido Close... Memories flood in….
Of the long walk from Bestwood, via Bulwell Common, bathed in Sunlight.
Clutching rolled up towels and bathers.
Mum and Dad march on ahead, no moaning about the walk as The Lido
beckoned.
Sepia photos of dad and Uncle’s Alan, Peter and Chris in he man poses.
Mum’s halter neck blue and green ruched halter neck bathers pulled by small
hands, exposing hastily covered breasts.
Jumping off spring board and diving boards. Slides into the pool, swinging for
hours.
Halcyon days of eating moshed up egg sandwiches, drinking from water
fountains.
Summer evenings spreading into infinity.

K Clarke
Long before Ken Martin’s baths, McDonalds or Morrisons existed.
Traffic lights turn red and children cross at the crossings, poorer for the loss of
our Lido.
Rachel Eagling May 2017
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We hope that you enjoy this little booklet of poems about
Bulwell, including poems on ‘where I live’ for poets who
aren’t lucky enough to live in Bulwell.
Maybe some of these poems will make you laugh, some will
make you think and some may inspire you to write your own
poems.
8th - 15th July 2017 is our fourth Bulwell Arts Festival!
A week-long festival and celebration of the creative arts
within the Bulwell area run by our small team of volunteers!
Why not consider joining us to plan next year's events?
Check out our website - www.bulwellartsfestival.com
and Facebook page - Bulwell Arts Festival for details of the
many events, films, workshops and exhibitions that will be
happening - come along and join in!
A big thank you to all of the poets who supplied poems!
Individual copyright reverts to contributors on publication.
If you wish to listen to some of our poets performing these
and other poems, or fancy reading one of your poems, then
please join us on at our open mic Tuesday 13th July, 7pm at
The William Peverel for Poems at the Pub!

Thanks to Phillip Hearn for the cover design
www.artbyphilhearn.co.uk
Booklet edited by Joy Rice
Design by Cathy Mahmood
This booklet is sponsored by our Bulwell Ward Councillors.
Limited edition - please read and pass on.
Suggested donation: £1
towards running costs of the Festival.

